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Back around 1922 even the largest motors 
were rated only about three or four horse- 
power. It was not until 1926 that larger mo- 
tors came into the picture, motors that devel- 
oped six or eight horsepower. But from there 
on the development progressed rapidly so that 
by 1929 four cylinder motors up to thirty 
horsepower and even larger were not un- 
common. 

Motors of thirty cubic inches piston dis- 
placement today develop above twenty horse- 
power. In those days they were not quite so 
powerful although ratings had not been stand- 
ardized. In 1929, it was estimated at the time, 

The greatest advancements in motor con- 
struction, resulting in a combination of light 
weight, low cost, dependability, carefree per- 
formance and operation features, took place 
from about 1937 to the present time. Where 
five horsepower had previously meant a price 
well above one hundred dollars and weight 
probably higher than forty-five pounds, then, 
and in later years, it came to a mere “hand- 
ful” of only thirty-five pounds or less and a 
price as low as one hundred dollars. 

This combination of better construction and 
performance with lower cost stimulated the 
use of outboard motors and the sale of new 
ones to well over twice what it had been in the 
former “boom” year of 1929. 

That, in brief, is the history of this young, 
virile, industry. In size, no outboard motor 
producer can compare with an automobile 
plant, yet the engineering and production ad- 
vancements of the industry have more than 
kept pace with its larger and older “big 
brother.” 
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stroke; the pull on the starting cord must be 
sufficient to pull over compression in both cyl- 
inders a t  once; the carburetor and the muffler 
and exhaust passages must be large enough 
for the total piston-displacement volume of 
the motor; and the crankshaft, drive shaft, 
gears, and other working parts must have suf- 
ficient size and strength to stand up to the full 
combined impulse of both cylinders a t  the 
same instant, once per revolution. 

An opposed twin motor running at  4,000 
revolutions per minute produces 4,000 im- 
pulses on the crankshaft per minute, the same 
as a single cylinder motor. 

The opposed type of construction is SUC- 

cessfully used in motors as small as two or 
three horsepower and as large as twenty-two 
horsepower. The range of performance, there- 
fore, is from the small fishing boat going per- 
haps seven or eight miles per hour up to the 
commodious runabouts which can top twenty- 
five miles per hour or the step-hydroplanes 
built for speeds that are even higher. 

Motors: In the alternate firing type of twin 
cylinder construction one cylinder is placed 
above the other, both on the same side of the 
crankshaft. Since the crankpins are opposite point. 
each other, in this type, one piston is moving 
toward the crankshaft while the other is mov- 
ing from it. Each cylinder fires once each rev- 
olution, of course, but alternately. So, there 
are two impulses per revolution of the flywheel 
evenly spaced. Thus, as compared to an op- 
posed twin of the same size, each impulse is 
half as big but there are twice as many. That 
makes for smoothness. The “torque vibration’’ 
is naturally less. It might be reasoned at  first 
glance that the “fore-and-aft” vibration is more 
severe in this alternata firing type than in the 

opposed motor but it must be remembered 
that each impulse is half as large and that pis- 
tons and connecting rods are moving in oppo- 
site directions here as well as in the opposed 
motor. Actually, there is some vibration in all 
motors, but since in this type there are 8,000 
impulses per minute in a motor running 4,000 
revolutions per minute, the sensation is one 
of extreme smoothness. 

In this type the flywheel needs only suffi- 
cient weight to carry one piston at  a time past 
compression; the carburetor need be only large 
enough to admit the size of charge required by 
one cylinder; the muffler and exhaust passages 
can be smaller; and the shock-resisting strength 
of crankshaft, driveshaft, gears and other mov- 
ing parts need be only enough to stand up to 
the one light impulse a t  a time. The cylinder 
block is more compact, lighter in weight. And 
there are some advantages in low cost produc- 
tion. The magneto, however, is somewhat 
more complicated, usually being built with 
two coils and two breakers. Even this may be 

Twin Cylinder Alternate Firing Outboard an ultimate advantage, however, because 
should one coil or one breaker fail, the other 
will continue to operate one cylinder and make 
it possible to “get home” from some distant 

Alternate firing twins are built from the 
smallest size (only four cubic inches piston 
displacement developing two-and-a-half horse- 
power) up to motors having real size and speed 
(twenty-two cubic inches piston displacement 
developing sixteen horsepower). While their 
introduction on the American market dates 
only from 1930, they have been highly devel- 
oped over the intervening span of years and 
are becoming dominant in public preference 
because of their highly developed, wide range 
of performance. 
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Four Cylinder Outboard Mofors : Formerly, above thirty cubic inches piston displacement, 
back in the late 1920’s only large motors were then not only vibration factors but others en- 
built with four cylinders; more recently small- ter the picture. There is a practical limit, for 
er motors of around five horsepower and larger example, in cylinder size having to do with in- 
have met with considerable success. ternal cooling, control of mixture burning and 

The four cylinder motor may be regarded lubrication, particularly a t  the high speeds at  
as two twin-cylinder opposed motors mounted which outboard motors must operate to get 
one on top of the other, or, just as reasonably, a favorable and practical power-to-weight 
as two alternate firing twins mounted on oppo- ratio. 
site sides of a common pair of crankcases. The On the other hand, for a given size or power, 
principal point to note, however, is that the it is obvious that four cylinder construction, 
two opposed cylinders on top fire simultane- with twice as many cylinder bores to machine 
ously (at  the same time) and likewise for the and finish, with double the number of pistons, 
two lower ones. However, the firing of the two piston pins, piston rings and connecting rods, 
on top is alternate to the two on the bottom. is more costly to build. Likewise, it is more 
So here is a combination of both opposed and difficult to evenly distribute the charge of gas- 
of alternate firing types; a combination with oline and air to four cylinders than to two. And 
some advantages and likewise some disadvan- further, when cylinder and piston ring wear 
tages. takes place after long use, there is a greater 

A four cylinder motor running a t  4,000 rev- “leakage path” than in a twin. Usually, too, in 
olutions per minute has two impulses (not a given size, a four cylinder motor is heavier 
four) per revolution of the crankshaft; a total than a twin. 
of 8,000 impulses per minute just the same as 
in an alternate firing twin. 

There is considerable merit in the claim for 
four cylinder smoothness, as compared to twin 
motors of the same horsepower, in larger sizes, 
because the crankshaft and the reciprocating 
weights are in somewhat better rotational bal- 
ance and, theoretically a t  least, the weight dis- 
tribution in the powerhead may be better for 
the absorption of the “torque vibration.” In 
actual practice, however, it is very question- 
able whether, from these causes alone, a motor 
operator would notice any improvement in 
smoothness over an alternate firing twin of the 
same power. 

In very large motors the four cylinder type 
has a definite advantage for if any twin cylin- 
der construction is carried into sizes much 

CHOOSING A TYPE OF OUTBOARD MOTOR 

As has been said, no one type is “best,” a t  least 
not outstandingly so, for all conditions of op- 
eration. It may be hard to sift and judge the 
claims and counter-claims of manufacturers, 
dealers and salesmen. Yet, to a certain extent 
that is the only way to know what to choose. 
Bear in mind that as in most other mechanical 
fields, practically all outboard motors, of any 
type, are “good buys”-they give a reasonable 
value for the price. The fastidious and far- 
seeing buyer will, however, do several things: 
First, he will ride with and operate the motor 
(get a demonstration) to make sure that it 
satisfies his individual needs. Second, he will 
make sure that service (parts and expert work- 
manship) are available wherever he may go. 
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Third, he will buy frcm a reputable dealer. And 
fourth, he will question as many friends and 
acquaintances as convenient and average up 
their recommendations. If he will do those 
things, he won’t go far wrong in choosing the 
type of his outboard motor. 

OUTBOARD MOTOR ADAPTABILITY 

Mostly, outboard motors are used for the sole 
purpose of “pushing a boat.” But that is far 
from a complete answer. At least, it is inter- 
esting to know how very many and diversified 
are their uses. 

Investigations made with a large number 
of outboard motor owners have disclosed that 
motors are used principally for “Fishing and 
Pleasure” or “Pleasure and Fishing.” It is es- 
timated from these studies that some 85% 
to 90% of all outboard motors in service are 

ooner or later, little or much, for fishing. 
And that means sport fishing as distinguished 
from the commercial kind. 

Many and increasing numbers of small boats 
are handsome, well-built, commodious pleas- 
ure boats that have numerous advantages over 
boats of similar passenger capacity with built- 
in (inboard) motors. In shallow, rock-strewn 
waters, for example, an inboard boat can seri- 
ously damage its propeller and driveshaft on 
contact, while an outboard motor will simply 
tilt up over the obstruction and then go mer- 
rily on its way-or, a t  the most, break a drive 
pin (put there for the purpose) which can 
be replaced in a few minutes. An outboard 
motor propelled boat may be beached-run 
right up on shore; the motor may be detached 
and carried away for safe housing or for repair; 
because of the efficiency of straight-line drive, 
fuel consumed by the outboard for the same 
amount of transportation is usually less; the 
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Given a proper mixture, good compression, 
a hot spark properly timed,and your motor 
will run and deliver power, barring minor me- 
chanical difficulties. 

This may be illustrated with a specific case. 
Through carelessness or otherwise, some water 
is present in the gasoline tank. The motor will 
not start. Why? The water feeds through the 
gasoline pipe from the tank toward the car- 
buretor. It may not pass the screen. And it 
may prevent the gasoline from getting through. 
In that case the carburetor cannot fulfill Fun- 
damental Number One; there is no ‘‘mixture 
of gasoline and air.” If the water does get 
through to the carburetor, then it may pass 
through the jets and enter the air stream. But 
not enough gasoline gets through along with 
it to make a proper mixture. But if that water 
does go through to the cylinder and if it 

uf acturer’s instructions are simple and explicit 
on the right oil mixture. Now you can fill the 
gasoline tank of the motor. Take along an ex- 
tra can of mixed fuel; you might need it. 

Set the motor on the back (stern or tran- 
som) of the boat. If the lower end hits bottom, 
move into deeper water or tilt the motor. 
Tighten the clamp screws. It is not usually 
necessary to use a wrench or pliers - just a 
good solid tightening up with your fingers 
should do the trick. More careful owners like 
to attach a short rope or chain to the motor 
and the boat SO that should the clamp screws 
work loose or fail to hold, the motor will not 
be lost if it jumps off the transom. 

Here’s the usual starting procedure for the 

average four to Six horsepower motor on a fish- 
ing boat: 

Adjust the motor to a vertical position, not tilted 
back nor forward, as propulsion efficiency depends on 

Open the vent in the filler cap. If you don’t, air can- 
not flow into the tank as the fuel flows out and pretty 
soon your motor will stop; no gas in the carburetor. 

Open the gasoline shut-off valve or cock. This lets 
the fuel flow from the gasoline tank to the carburetor. 

Set the “spark lever” or “timing lever” or “magneto 
spark control” or whatever its name may be on your 
motor, a t  the position marked “START.” If set too far 
to the left (as you face the motor) the spark is too 
late (not properly timed) and probably the motor 
won’t continue to run when you pull the starter cord. 
If it is too far to the right, the spark is too early and 
the motor may kick back and pull the starting cord 
out of your hand. 

Wind the starter cord on the sheave on top of the 
flywheel. (If you have a motor with automatic re-wind, 
then your starter cord is already wound in place.) 

Choke or prime the motor. If you have a choke, 
it is simply an obstruction of some sort in the air pas- 
sage to the carburetor and it makes the carburetor de- 
liver a much greater amount of gasoline for each cubic 

collects On the Of the ’park Plug, the propeller thrust being horizontal. 
then it short-circuits the spark at that point 
and Fundamental Number Three is not ful- 
filled. 

You’re going fishing. Your Outboard motor 
is in the garage, your boat at the dock: The 
first thing is to see to the fuel supply. If the 
mixture (of gasoline and oil) already in the 
tank, left Over from last time, is more than 
two weeks old, dump it out - into the tank 
of your automobile. Get fresh gasoline for the 
motor. (This is to prevent stoppage of small 
passages by “gasoline gum” which sometimes 
forms when the fuel is undisturbed for Some 

time.) 
In a clean container, mix the right amount 

of the right Oil with the right gasoline. (Never 
attempt to mix in the motor tank.) The man- 
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foot of air-it makes a “rich” mixture. Why? Be- THE THREE FUNDAMENTALS OF 

cause, just as in your automobile, when the engine is OUTBOARD MOTOR QPEWATIQN 
cold the gasoline does not all vaporize and consequent- 
ly doesn’t all “mix” with the air. To get enough to 
“mix,” it is necessary to have more of it, otherwise, correct mixture of fuel and air.” That means 
YOU won’t have a combustible mixture to compress 
and ignite. 

If your motor has a primer instead of a choke, it 
simply means that a small pump is provided to force 
more gasoline into the intake passages than will be 
normally picked UP from the carburetor jets. It, also, 
provides a “rich” starting mixture. 

Now, with your boat tied to the dock or pushed out 
and headed in the right direction (with plenty of water 
depth under the propeller), pull the starter cord. 
Don’t “yank” it. Don’t pull slowly. A sharp, quick 1. Good grade of fresh gasoline? 
pull of about twenty to twenty-four inches, depend- 
ing on motor size and type, will do the job best. You 
are “spinning” the flywheel and crankshaft; you are 
forcing the pistons up on the compression stroke. If 
you have provided the Three Fundamentals, the 
motor will start and run. 

The foregoing has presumed that the needle 
valve which adjusts the carburetor (some mo- 
tors have two) was set in the right position 
and needed no change. Some operators like 
to open the needle valve slightly when start- 

motor is running. 
As soon as the motor starts, advance the 

spark, if you want more speed, by moving the 
spark lever toward the right. And as soon as 
the motor has warmed up slightly, release the 
choke to prevent “flooding.” 

All the above is simple, isn’t it? In the SUC- 

cessful operation of your motor, you have per- 
formed those simple operations time and time 
again. When everything is in working order, 
(‘there’s nothing to it.” But just as soon as 
something happens to prevent any one of those 
very important Three Fundamentals from be- 
ing fulfilled, then the motor doesn’t run. So 
it may be well to look into some of those pos- 
sibilities. 

quality of gasoline, quality and mixture of lu- 
bricating oil, freedom of fuel from water or 
dirt, clear screens and pipes from tank to car- 
buretor, a vent to permit air to enter the tank 
as the fuel flows out. 

ing a co1d mQtor7 adjusting it again after the 



Details of correcting any of the other ten 
items above mentioned are omitted as the rem- 
edies are obvious. It should be said here, how- 
ever, that usually the most difficult part of get- 
ting a “balky” motor to run is in diagnosing the 
trouble, finding out just what and where the 
trouble is. When that is known, fixing it or 
having it fixed is usually a rather simple matter. 

Fundamental Number Two is “good com- 
pression of the mixture.’’ Unless a motor is 
badly worn, or badly carboned so that the pis- 
ton rings are stuck, or a gasket is blown out 
and leaking, or a spark plug has been removed, 
there is little likelihood of poor compression. 
At any rate, one with some experience can 
“feel” the resistance of the compression when 
pulling on the starting cord. If compression is 
lacking, it is usually a job for an expert repair 
man at  a service station unless the operator 
is one of those Class Five owners who really 
knows motors inside and out. 

Fundamental Number Three has to do with 
“a good hot spark, properly timed.” The 
“timing” of the spark you need not worry about 
too much as that is fixed by the location of the 
flywheel (or rotor) keyed onto the shaft. Any 
great variation is obtained by moving the tim- 
ing lever of the magneto to left or right. How- 
ever, there is a form of “timing” inside the mag- 
net0 - the relation cf “magnetic break” to 
“electrical break” but this is of such a technical 
nature that it can be covered only in a com- 
plete service manual and adjusted only by one 
who has had special magneto training. How- 
ever, many motor owners with a mechanical 
inclination can make one internal adjustment; 
the contact points of the breaker should be 
kept clean and adjusted to .020 or .025 inches 
(follow the manufacturer’s specifications) 
using an accurate feeler gauge. 

Probably the Fundamental most often 
blamed for difficult starting or improper run- 
ning is the spark. Yet, with the possible ex- 
ception of the spark plugs it is the most un- 
likely to cause trouble. Suppose difficulty in 
starting or running is experienced and Funda- 
mentals One and Two are believed not to be 
at fault. Here are some points on the diagno- 
sis of suspected ignition trouble. 

First, remove the spark plugs. If they are 
carboned (all black on the white porcelain in- 
sulator inside) clean them thoroughly (if of 
the take-down type ) . If the porcelain is brok- 
en, chipped, or cracked, replace the plug with 
a new one. If a fleck of carbon or a drop of oil 
or water is across the gap between the elec- 
trodes (that would short-circuit the high ten- 
sion spark) clean thoroughly. It is very im- 
portant, too, that this gap be kept in proper 
adjustment, usually .020 to .025 inches. If 
closer than that specified by the manufactur- 
er of the motor, adjust by spreading slightly 
with a small screw driver; if wider, adjust by 
slightly bending the ground electrode, the one 
which is anchored in the plug shell. Never 
bend the straight electrode that comes out of 
the inside of the porcelain; you may thus crack 
the insulator. If no feeler-gauge of the right 
thickness is available, use a U. S. Government 
one-cent post card which is approximately .O 10 
inches thick, two thicknesses .020 inches. 

It is usually not satisfactory to attach the 
high-tension wire to a plug, lay the shell on 
the motor, and then spin the motor to see the 
spark jump across the plug gap. When a spark 
gap is under compression as in an operating 
motor, the resistance across the gap is much 
higher than when out in the open air. A “dirty” 
plug may “spark” in the open but short-circuit 
when under compression. 
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Usually when a magneto fails because of 
submersion, it is best to take the motor to a 
service station and have it thorou&lY tested 
and repaired. In spite of great efforts on the 

in easy reach) is to get the water out of it 
quickly, before rusting can start. Remove the 
spark plugs. Dump everything out of the gas- 
oline tank and carburetor. Turn the flywheel 
slowly by hand while holding the motor ver- 
tical, horizontal and upside down. Usually this 
will "work" practically all water from the cyl- 
inders and crankcase. Clean the gasoline tank 
by putting a little fresh fuel in it and again 
dumping. See that the spark plugs, the high 
tension cables, the magneto wires running to 
the stop button, are all dry. 

part of manufacturers to make magneto coils 
entirely water proof, some coils will be com- 
pletely ruined by submersion especially in salt 
water. This kind of an accident can result in 
the loss of the whole motor (in deep water or 
muddy bottom) or a sizeable repair bill. 

If a motor goes overboard or is otherwise 
submerged while running, severe damage may 
result from the trapping of water in the cylin- 
der. The pistons hit the water solidly and the 
result may be bent or broken connecting rods 
or a badly sprung crankshaft. In this case, a 
service station repair job is the only answer. 

A faulty gasket under a cylinder head, for 
example, may let water pass from the cooling 
system into the cylinder, and the motor is dif- 
ficult or impossible to start-or runs poorly. 
It is interesting to note that in such case two 
Fundamentals may be violated. First, the 
water may short-circuit the spark at the plug 

Then put fresh fuel mixture in the tank and 
start and run the motor. This will heat it up 

and evaporate all remaining traces of inside 
moisture. The best thing you can do for the 
motor is to get it running again as soon as pos- 
sible. 

If the motor has gone Overboard in salt 
water, it may not be that simp1e because sa1ty gap so the mixture is not fired. Or, second, the 
water is a fair conductor of electricity and may 
short-circuit the magneto internally. Some- 

times it is recommended that the magneto be 
removed from the motor and warmed or light- 

1Y "baked" in an Oven to remove moisture- If 
you try this, don't let the oven get very hot- 

water may 6cspoil,, the mixture so that it will 
not fire even though the spark is good. The 
first is much mOre likely to be the case. 

But water in the cylinder can cause a lot 
more trouble than that. It may be so little that 
the motor continues to run reasonably well but 

water will evaporate readily without reaching 

the boiling point. Also remember that when 

salt water is evaporated, salt remains and un- 

less this is thoroughly cleaned off of all sur- 

faces, it may cause short-circuits. 

it affects the lubrication on the piston and 
cylinder walls and causes very rapid wear. 
This can be serious. And a very little water 

left standing inside the cylinder or crankcase 
of an unused motor may cause serious rusting. 



Cross section of twin cylinder, alter- 
nate firing, two-cycle engine show- 
ing points lubricated by the oil 
which is mixed with the gasoline. 

Cross section of typical outboard 
motor gearcase showing points lub- 
ricated by outboard motor gearcase. 

Showing how gear grease 
should be inserted into 
gearcase-with vent open 
--to insure adequate filling. 
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LUBRICATION 

Of almost equal importance to the Three Fun- 
damentals is the matter of lubrication because 
this has an important bearing on friction, wear, 
motor life. Usually, there are only two places 
to lubricate in an outboard motor; oil mixed 
with the gasoline lubricates all parts of the 

Good lower unit grease does not emulsify 
with water. It stays a good lubricant even 
though Some water may seep into the gear- 
case as is almost inevitable. 

As for the powerhead, that, as stated, is lu- 
bricated by the oil which is mixed with the 
gasoline (in all two-cycle motors). This oil 

powerhead; waterproof grease in the gearcase separates to Some extent from the gasoline 
lubricates the gears, shafts and bearings in the 
lower unit. 

Take the lower unit first. The best grease 
to use is that recommended and supplied by 
the manufacturer. It is best, too, to follow his 
instructions explicitly on how much grease to 
use, how to apply it, how often to replenish it. 
A good lower unit grease must not get too soft 
when warm (as when a motor lies on a dock 
in the hot sun) or it will leak out past the bear- 
ings; and one which will not get hard and stiff 
in very cold weather (as in early spring fish- 
ing in snow-fed streams) or it will fail to flow 
to the parts needing lubrication-or, more se- 
rious still, make the motor SO “stiff” to turn 
that it cannot be start 

With most motors, 

vapor inside the crankcase and bathes the 
crankshaft bearings, the connecting rods, the 
piston and cylinder walls. The excess oil burns 
in the combustion chamber or is blown out 
with the exhaust gases. 

The first requirement is Good Oil. Use the 
kind recommended by the motor manufactur- 
er or the motor dealer as both are genuinely 
interested in the good performance and long 

life of your motor. Second, of equal import- 
ance is the grade or weight of oil. When the 

manufacturer specifies an S.A.E. No. 4.0 oil, 
be Sure to use it, nothing lighter or heavier un- 

less, in an emergency ly lighter oil 
can be obtained in which case use a little more 

of it. And third, also important, is the amount 

of oil. Don’t guess. Measure accurately and 

thoroughly mix the oil with the gasoline in a 
separate clean can (never in the motor tank). 

If these directions are followed fully and 

carefully, no lubrication troubles should de- 

velop. Too much oil or the wrong grade may 

result in fouled (carboned) spark plugs, stuck 
rings, loss of power, annoying blue smoke. Too 

little Oi l  Or the wrong grade may result in ex- 

cessive wear, overheating of the motor, and 

ge ‘perat- 
esign, con- ing conditions, but dependin 

struction, age and wear, it is well to a t  least 
inspect the geascase after every ten to fifteen 
hours of operation and to put in more grease 
if needed. At the end of a season, the old grease 
and water should all be washed out with kero- 
sene and replaced with new grease. Do not 
use a high-pressure grease gun unless it is rec- 
ommended by the manufacturer. This may 
force grease up around the driveshaft where 
it is not wanted, or may make a plunger type 
water pump inoperative. short life. 
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Cooling water circulation by means 
of pressure scoop and centrifugal 
action of hollow propeller blades. 

INSPECTION 

Gearcase with both pressure water 
scoop and vacuum outlet near pro- 
peller blades. This is called the pres- 
sure-vacuum type of cooling system. 

Cross section of gearcase indicating 
position of rubber-rotor type of pres- 
sure water pump for cooling. 

GREASE SEAL 

Cross section of gearcase at left, show- 
ing cooling water passages. 
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COOLING be “dumped” into the exhaust gases, cooling 
Cooling of the motor is important. While some and quieting them. The greatest fault with 
air-cooled outboard motors have been built, the plunger type pump is abrasion of plunger 
by far the greater number are water-cooled (as and cylinder when used in muddy or sandy 
is your automobile engine), so comments on water. Another Positive type of Pump is the 
cooling will be confined to the water-cooled rubber-rotor design, a “wabbling” rubber disc 
type. in an enclosed annular space, submerged, 

Gasoline engine cylinders are jacketed and which, without valves and without serious dan- 
cooling water is circulated through this jacket ger of abrasion in dirty water, forces the Cool- 
to keep the cylinder cool. If this were not done, ing water UP to the cylinder jackets- This type 
the tremendous heat of combustion would has Proven very satisfactory. 
raise the temperature so high that two serious A centrifugal type of vane pump usually 
things would occur. First, the metal would get mounted on the vertical driveshaft about at  
“red hot” and ignite the incoming mixture of the top of the gearcase is extensively used. This 
fuel and air before the right time, before the also has been very satisfactory in service since 
piston reached the right position to be pushed there are no valves to give trouble and little 
downward by the pressure created. This is serious wear or abrasion in dirty water. This 
pre-ignition. Second, the high temperatures type has a tendency, however, to either under- 
would break down the oil-actually burn it- cool at slow motor speed or to over-cool a t  high 
so that the hot metal of the piston would rub motor speeds. A slight amount of wear caus- 
on the hot metal of the cylinder walls and ing increase in certain clearances can have con- 
rapid wear or actual tearing of the metal would siderable effect on the efficiency of this type. 
result. This is scoring. And both pre-ignition Still another successful type of water cir- 
and scoring do result if for any reason an out- culation utilizes no pump of any kind. In this, 
board motor cooling system fails. Fortunately, a scoop is interposed back of the revolving pro- 
it is not always that bad. In smaller size motors peller. The propeller slip-stream forces water 
the friction caused by the first over-heating into the opening under considerable pressure. 
will usually stop the motor before serious Likewise, another scoop is located in front of 
trouble results. the propeller. Owing to the normal propeller 

Some kind of circulating means is employed action on the water there is a vacuum or suc- 
to force the water from a submerged passage tion created at  this opening. 
in the lower unit up to and through the cylin- Thus water is forced up one pipe to the cyl- 
der jackets. This can be a plunger pump driv- inder jackets and drawn back to the other 
en by an eccentric or cam on the lower drive- scoop. It is aptly called the pressure-vacuum 
shaft or the propeller shaft. Many thousands system. It’s water pumping characteristics are 
of this type are giving satisfactory service hav- somewhat like the centrifugal pump above 
ing the advantage that they force the water mentioned and consequently it has not been 
positively to where it should go, and likewise extensively used on motors that are expected 
that such water, after it leaves the jackets may to run very slowly for trolling. Advantages of 
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Anything that breaks the smooth, stream- 
line flow of water past the gearcase will tend 
to cause cavitation. It is more likely to occur 
with motors of larger size. The anti-cavitation 
plate found on most motors as a sort of hori- 
zontal shelf around the gearcase just above the 
propeller is to prevent the downward flow of 
air into the path of the propeller. A dead leaf 
or twig, a rag or piece of paper, any obstruc- 
tion caught on the gearcase and capable of up- 
setting its true, smooth stream-line form may 
cause cavitation, particularly when making 
turns at speed. 

A heavy keel on the boat forward of the 
propeller or a boat with a too high transom 
may cause it too, and necessitate removal or 
streamlining the back portion of the keel or 
cutting down the height of the transom. 

The height of boat transoms have been 
rather well standardized because the distance 
from the stern bracket to the center of the pro- 
peller shaft on most outboard motors of simi- 
lar horsepower is about the same on all makes. 
Usually, the manufacturer of the motor recom- 
mends a transom height of about fifteen inches 
for standard length motors. Since there are 
needs for motors with longer drive shafts, for 
use on sail boats as auxiliary power or on large 
commercial boats, many models are offered 
with a five or six inch longer length. Here the 
boat transom is, of course, that much higher. 

DEALER SERVICE-AND WHY 

Back in the “tremendous twenties” the largest 
selling automobile was the Model T Ford. It 
was a simple car and crude as we look at the 
modern glass enclosed carriages of recent years. 
But it was dependable. And almost anybody 
with a little mechanical ability could fix what- 

ever went wrong. In fact, the old Model T did 
as much as anything to make the youngsters 
of America mechanically minded. The ser- 
vice station wasn’t so necessary in those days 
before complication and close precision were 
introduced into motor cars for better, more 
carefree performance and longer mileage life. 

The automobile of today is a different “ani- 
mal.” Special tools and special skill are almost 
necessary to diagnose and remedy many of the 
troubles that may develop. People have come 
more and more to depend on the service sta- 
tion to keep their cars in good running order- 
partly of necessity, partly of inclination. 

The outboard motor situation is somewhat 
similar. Back in 1928, for example, a twin 
outboard with over nine cubic inches piston 
displacement developed two and a half or three 
horsepower at  the most; today that size run- 
ning at  much higher speed will develop more 
than twice the power. Precision in workman- 
ship and assembly must be far superior to do 
it. Then, too, new designs of somewhat more 
complicated or intricate nature have been in- 
troduced, not “just for fun” but to give these 
modern motors vastly superior performance. 

Almost anybody who knew the real uses of 
a screwdriver and wrench and something about 
piston and bearing clearances could fix one of 
those old motors so that it would run tolerably 
well. That is not so true of the highly per- 
fected motor of today. 

And so, throughout the land, wherever out- 
board motors are owned and used, there are 
mechanically minded and trained merchants 
who have spent much time and money and 
have acquired a lot of experience in making 
outboard motors run right. Further than that, 
they have a complete knowledge of boating 
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conditions and boating problems. And they 
have invested their earnings in stores, stocks 
of motors and repair parts and in equipment 
so that they can really serve those who patron- 
ize them. 

It is fun to know all about your outboard 
motor yourself and enjoy a heap of satisfac- 
tion in being able to do your own work and 
reap the results. But likewise, there’s a certain 
satisfaction in being able to wrap and bandage 
a cut finger or drive off a severe cold without 
calling on the doctor of medicine. There is no 
more justification in refusing to have a good 
outboard motor service station work on your 
motor than in neglecting to call a doctor when 
pneumonia or other serious disease strikes- 
except perhaps that one only affects pleasur- 
able vacation hours while the other is a mat- 
ter of life and death. 

Service Station facilities are of course, avail- 
able to any motor owner. But to make sure volved. 
that such service is available it is not a bad 
rule to buy your motor from a dealer that does 
have a good shop and trained mechanics. He 
is more likely to take a close interest in your 
motor if he originally recommended it to you 
himself. You can bet on it, too, that a dealer 
with service is in a better position to expertly 
“fit you out” with just what you need. Usually, 
too, he’s in better position to give you a fair 
trade on your old motor. 

how well your motor runs or how much you 
use it, take it back to the dealer periodically 
for a tune-up and check-over. He’ll charge you 
for it; the time that any good expert gives you 
is worth money and the better he is, the more 
it is worth. But he’ll earn every dime you pay 
him. And on the investment you’ll get large 
dividends in carefree satisfaction. 

Of course if it’s merely a matter of adjust- 
ing the carburetor needle valve or changing 
spark plugs, every owner should take care of 
those simple things himself. 

For those who live in a section where boat- 
ing is necessarily discontinued during the win- 
ter months, most good service stations have a 
Winter Storage Plan. The extent and num- 
ber of services rendered under this plan vary 
from one service station to another, but it 
usually includes, for a flat charge according 
to the size or model of motor, cleaning the 
motor when it is received, removal and replen- 
ishment of grease, adjustment and cleaning 
of spark plugs and dry, safe storage until the 
motor is needed in the spring. If, in checking 
the motor over, the service station finds some 
parts that need replacement or that a complete 
overhaul job is “the best medicine,” he then 
quotes on the added material and work in- 

Each year more and more outboard motor 
owners are taking advantage of the Winter 
Storage Plan having learned that the little 
expense involved is more than repaid in the 
sense of security experienced and in the free- 
dom from trouble which results. It prolongs 
motor life, of course, and promotes owner sat- 
isfaction. 

Boating clubs have been formed in many 
places by groups having a common interest in 

Another good rule is this: Regardless of boating. They sometimes have a clubhouse 
and extensive facilities for entertainment and 
boat storage but that is by no means neces- 
sary. Any group of outboard motor enthusi- 
asts can get together in a boating club and in 
doing so will find that the value of the sport 
is greatly enhanced. Cruises, picnics, races- 
all sorts of worthwhile activities-may be en- 
gaged in to advantage. 
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In some sections, during the war emergen- There is no “best” boat for outboard motor 
cy, outboard clubs have formed Civilian De- use, just as there is no one motor truck that is 
fense Fleets and have made their members “best” for all kinds of hauling. So, if you don’t 
and their equipment available for defense know from your own experience what boat will 
work. fit your needs best, rely on the experience and 

knowledge of an expert. You’ll usually find 
ABoUT HANDL”G OUTBOARD MOTOR BoATS that your outboard motor dealer knows what 
There is no more pleasant pastime in season he’s talking about on boats; let him guide you. 
than boating. As a utility, making possible Second, know about the water and weather 
fishing and hunting, the boat is indispensable. conditions where you are going to use the boat, 
Oars may be used to propel such boats but this not only what these are now, as you start out, 
method of propulsion is not only a hard phy- but also what they might be before you get 
sical burden but it is also too slow for this mod- back. You must not take a twelve foot hydro- 
ern mechanized world. Boats are made for plane out on water where only a good eighteen 
outboard motors and outboard motors are foot round bottom wave-rider is the minimum 
made for boats. In this discussion the two are requirement for safety. 
inseparable. Third, know how to swim. It isn’t very like- 

Boating is not only pleasant, it is safe. It ly that swimming will be necessary but then 
seems safe to say that there are far fewer acci- it might mean saving your own or another life. 
dents involving small-boat transportation than But probably the best reason for knowing how 
with automobiles, for example, on a passenger- to swim is that it will give you confidence. 
mile or any other basis. Yet, as with any other You’ll be able to relax, tQ enjoy yourself, while 
mode of transportation, the human element is boating. That doesn’t mean 
involved; judgment and common Sense are should get over-confident to the 
necessary. he would be foolhardy or careles 

The very first of the “Rules of the Road” in Fourth, equip the boat on every trip no mat- 
boating is SAFETY FIRST. (you walk down- ter how short or how protected, with the es- 
stairs every day in your life and think nothing sential safety devices. There should be a buoy- 
of it, but YOU still have to be reasonably care- ant life-jacket or cushion for each passenger; 
ful.) Here’s a good place to go back to the a pair of oars or at  least one paddle; an extra 
A. B. C’s. of boating and discuss Some of the can of fuel for the outboard motor; a small kit 
DO’S and DON’TS of it. of tools-screwdriver, adjustable wrench, pli- 

The first essential is a good boaf. It should ers; a couple of extra spark plugs; and a spare 
be strong and water tight; of a size capable of starter cord and several extra drive pins for 
carrying whatever the load is to be; of a shape the propeller. 
and design so that it will not tip over; of an Fifth, be sensible. Roc 
over-all type which is adapted to the service ing turns at  too high speed 
and the kind of weather and water in which ing a motor-equipped bo 
it will be operated. bathers, venturing into 
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may become so-none of those are sensible. state says “do not troll for fish from a motor 
Aside from the safety factors, there’s the equipped boat,” then don’t do it; if the Fed- 

matter of simply being “a gentleman.” The use eral Government asks you (as it does) to al- 
of outboard motors has been prohibited on too ways carry certain safety equipment in the 
many bodies of water, particularly small lakes, boat when operating it on waters under Fed- 
because a few “wild” motor operators gave eral jurisdiction, then you’d better do it as the 
scant heed to the comfort of others. Enthu- alternative isn’t very pleasant. 
siasts have been known to arise in the early The Federal Regulations now in effect, 
morning hours and speed up and down and when the boat is operated on Federal Waters 
around with the motor cut-out open or the (which may mean almost any navigable lake 
muffler removed, waking sleeping neighbors, or steam), cover all sorts and sizes of boats 
annoying the whole population - for their so it is a little difficult to cover the outboard 
own pleasure. Some “cowboy” drivers delight motor boat requirements briefly. For full in- 
in zooming close to a boat in which people are formation, see your outboard motor dealer. If 
still-fishing or in swooping close to a party of he doesn’t have it, he can tell you where to 
bathers with a propeller which can slash quick- get it. In general, Class A boats are up to, 
ly and very deep in a twinkling. including, sixteen feet in length; Class One 

are sixteen to twenty-six feet. Outboard motor 
boats usually are not over eighteen feet. Ap- 
proved type equipment as follows is required : 

At night, a forward light showing red to 
port and green to starboard from direct ahead 
to two points abaft the beam; and a stern white 
light showing all around the horizon. 

On boats over sixteen feet, a whistle audible 
at  least one-half mile. 

One life preserver or ring-buoy or buoyant 
cushion for each person on board. 

Reckless operation so as to endanger life, 
limb or property may be punished by fine up 
to two thousand dollars and up eo one year 
in jail. 

More recent Federal Laws provide for a 
Use Tax on boats of sixteen feet or more in 
length and for registration with the proper 
Federal authority. 

All the above rules are applicable to boats 
not used for commercial purposes and “not for 
hire.” If a boat is to be used to carry passen- 

BOATING RULES 

In many localities there are laws prohibiting 
the use of muffler cut-outs or removing the 
muffler from a motor. Manufacturers of mo- 
tors are heartily in favor of quiet operation; 
they spend a great deal of time and money 
to make motors quiet because noise hurts the 
sport. It’s too grand to be hurt unnecessarily. 

It will always pay dividends in boating as 
in any other sport, pastime or activity, to re- 
member ‘The Golden Rule.” Besides, people 
who love the water are somehow just a bit more 
“sporting” in their relations with other mem- 
bers of the fraternity. How often it has been 
said that a bunch of fishermen or boaters are 
“good fellows.” Well, when you’re out in a boat, 
be a “good fellow” and do for others those 
things you’d like them to do for you under 
like circumstances. You can’t go wrong. 

By all means obey the laws. If a local or- 
dinance says “IIQ noise,” then be quiet; if the 
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woodwork has already been done so that ac- 
curate assembly and finishing (painting and 
trimming) are all that are required. This type 
might well be recommended for the first effort. 
Later the builder may wish to graduate to 
something more intricate and difficult. 

Boat manufacturers have developed their 
designs and methods of construction through 
extended experimental work costing many 
dollars and much time. They are naturally 

outboard motor manufacturer has this to say: 
“Boat speeds are governed by numerous vari- 
ables such as: Boat design; boat weight and 
length; load and trim; actual motor power; 
wind and waves; currents and tides; skill of 
operation-and others.” 

There are, nevertheless, a few very “gen- 
eral” rules which can serve as a guide. The 
following table is only that, and no more, so 
please don’t use it as a factual criterion. 

Length Weight ’Top Speed reluctant to give detailed plans to others or Motor T~~~ of Boat Boat Boat Rangein 
H. P. Feet Pounds M.P.H. 

even to sell them. In most cases it is not effec- 1% to 2 Rowboat or Canoe 12-15 100-150 6-7 
21/2 to 3 Rowboat or Canoe 12-15 100-150 7-8 

tive for an amateur to try to copy a factory 5 to 6 O.B. Boat Fish Boat 12-16 125-200 9-10 
9 to 10 Runabout or O.B. Boat 14-16 200-300 10-18 

boat by drawing up his own plans from a 16 to 18 Runabout or O.B. Boat 14-17 200-300 18-25 
20 to  23 Runabout or Large 15-18 300-500 22-30 model. Nor should anyone who is inexpe- O.B. Boat 
30 to 35 Runabout 15-18 300-500 25-35 

rienced attempt to design any boat other than 
a very simple “tub” which is not required to 
have any great rowing facility Or adaptability 
to a motor. 

*M.P.H.-Miles per Hour. 

It must be explained here that from the per- 
formance standpoint boats again divide into 
two classes : Displacement boats and boats that 
plane on top of the water. Usually, any type 
of boat for the regular use of motors up to 
around six horsepower are displacement boats 
when in operation; they ride in and through 
the water. If, however, that same boat has a 

SELECTING A BOAT 

In the selection of a boat, as in the selection 
of an outboard motor, it is in the long run best 
to re1y On the know1edge and experience Of 

others. Buy and use the type and size that 
others have found most satisfactorY for the 

wide flat stern and is equipped with a large 
motor, say sixteen horsepower, then, if the 

Same purposes On the Same water. The One 

place where a’’ such information comes to a 
load isn’t too heavy, it will become a hydro- 
plane. Many of the boats built especially for 

focus is your boat dealer who is also, very like- 
b y  your Outboard motor dea1er too. A good 
boat and motor dealer would rather not sell 
You an Outfit at a11 than see you get One that 

for your boating conditions. It is well to rely 
on him as well as on information YOU get from 
other boaters like yourself. 

Probably the most frequently asked ques- 
tion is “How fast will it go?” That is similar 
to asking “How far is up?” Because there are 
a lot sf factors entering into boat speed. One 

large motors will plane with up to three or four 
people of average weight, Even a small boat 
of the fishing type and of light weight con- 
struction when operated with only five or six 

Doubling the power on the stern of a pure- 
ly displacement type boat will increase the 
speed only a little. But if a suitable boat can 
be pushed ‘‘over the hump”-from down in 
the water to up on top  - by getting it up to 
speed, then at  that point the speed may go up 
fifty to one hundred percent. All the racing 

he himself knows is not practical Or is Unsafe horsepower will plane at  considerable speed. 
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records are made with very small, light weight ing handle” or tiller. This means that the op- 
hydroplanes with motors that have been de- erator sits in the stern of the boat close to the 
signed and built specially for racing. motor. And that has been found most prac- 

This matter of planing a boat presents a spe- tical except, perhaps, in large runabouts. In 
cia1 outboard motor problem. A five horse those steering wheel steering is preferable. The 
power motor which is built to run at 4000 rev- conventional boat steering wheel may be 
olutions per minute may have a propeller of mounted within easy reach of the operator 
eight inch diameter and seven and a half inch from his seated position near the motor. That 
pitch. On a suitable fishing boat running at position seems preferable because the opera- 
around nine miles per hour the motor will run tor must be near the motor to start it anyway. 
a t  about its rated speed. But if that same out- Nevertheless, the steering wheel is sometimes 
fit with a light weight operator “goes over the installed forward as in an inboard boat. Then 
hump” and starts planing, the boat may if there is only one man in the boat, he must 
make a speed of fourteen miles per hour. That climb over any and all obstructions to get from 
will permit the motor to turn well over its 4000 the motor to the forward seat after the motor 
r.p.m. and may prove injurious to it. There is is started-not entirely safe nor completely 
a solution. A propeller with more pitch, say comfortable. The forward position does, how- 
nine inches, will help, but again there is a diffi- ever, give better weight distribution and a 
culty; it is possible that the motor won’t be somewhat better view ahead. 
able to turn the new propeller fast enough, Cables, preferably bronze center, cotton 
while the boat is getting up speed, to put the covered and waxed “tiller cord,” are attached 
boat “over the hump.” Then it never will get around the drum on the steering wheel assem- 
into planing position. Such a circumstance bly, carried aft along each side of the boat 
occurs, usually, only where the motor power through pulleys (or screw eyes in small boats) 
is just enough, and little to spare, to get the and then, from the two ends of the transom 
boat up into planing position. But it is dis- these should be brought through pulleys to 
cussed here to explain that, contrary to wide- the motor. Some manufacturers can supply 
spread popular belief, a higher pitch propeller for some models of motors a steering bar to 
is put on a motor to slow if down and not to which the cables may be attached. This is the 
increase boat speed. The simple act of equip- best arrangement. In some cases the cables 
ping a motor with a higher pitch wheel doesn’t are fastened to the motor steering handle. The 
mean higher boat speed (although sometimes object, of course, is to have the motor turn 
under certain conditions it does) but lower through an angle of perhaps sixty degrees for 
motor speed. And sometimes the application steering when the steering wheel is turned. 
of a propeller of lower pitch, as on a heavy slow Since one cable may tighten and the other 
boat, will actually increase boat speed. become loose when turning to one extreme 

Most outboard motors steer, not by a rud- or the other, a long coil spring can be used be- 
der action, but by turning the direction of the tween the cable and the motor to constantly 
propeller thrust. By far the majority of out- take up the slack but this is not always sat- 
board motor boats are steered with the “steer- isfactory. 







Another method for getting slow boat speed 
but one which fishermen don’t like very well, 
is to tie a steel bucket on a rope and tow it be- 
hind the boat. This provides so much resistance 
that the boat is considerably slowed down. An- 
other method sometimes employed is to use 
two motors; one larger one for “going places” 
at  top speed and a small one for trolling on ar- 
rival at the fishing spot. This is of course cost- 
ly and cumbersome. 

The best way to get satisfactory trolling OUTBOARD MOTOR PRQPELLERS 

speed is to get a motor that is capable of run- Everyone knows what a propeller is and what 
ning slowly. Then keep it in the pink of run- it does even though many have had little occa- 
ning condition and be very sure that the opera- sion or opportunity to study its action in de- 
tor knows exactly how (and why) to adjust tail. Perhaps it will help considerably in get- 
it for best performance. ting the most from your outboard motor to 

A good, slow and sweet running trolling discuss the fundamentals and explain some of 
motor on a small, easy-to-push boat with a light the factors that enter into propeller design 
load is bound to make more miles per hour at and operation. 
slowest turning speed than the same motor on Principally, there are four major factors 
a big, heavy, heavily loaded boat which is involved in the design of a propeller for a par- 
harder to push through the water. In trolling, ticular job. The designer starts with two 
the larger boat is the better, but when it comes known values-the power available to turn 
to going home the smaller boat will outrun it. the propeller and the probable speed the ves- 
It must be remembered, also, that “slow troll- sel on which it is to be used will make under 
ing” for one fisherman in one body of water that power. Then he works out the best com- 
may not be satisfactorily slow for another fish- bination of ( 1 ) Propeller turning speed, ( 2 ) 
erman out after other game. “Trolling speed” Diameter, (3 )  Blade area (and whether to 
will vary from the slowest possible crawl up be distributed in two or three blades), and 
to around five or six miles per hour. A “good ( 4 )  Pitch. 
trolling motor” of around five horsepower As a general rule, a large heavy slow speed 
when in first class condition and properly op- boat will need a large diameter, slow speed, 
erated on a not-too-light fishing boat can get large area and low pitch wheel. Conversely, 
down to one and a half miles per hour consist- a small hydroplane type, light and for high 
ently and sometimes slower. speed, will have a high speed, small diameter, 

While I t  is true that two-cycle engines op- small area, high pitch wheel. 
erate best without back pressure restrictions Theoretically, for highest efficiency and per- 
on the exhaust, the use of a cutout to relieve formance, every boat and every different load 
exhaust pressure when running slowly is not for that boat, should have a propeller with 
recommended. Well designed underwater ex- one, two or all four of the factors varied to suit 

haust systems do not impose very great back 
pressure even at  slowest speeds and very lit- 
tle improvement in motor performance will 
result from the use of a cutout. Besides, too 
many “forget” to close the cutout when oper- 
ating at  high speed and thus create a noise nui- 
sance which annoys others and in many local- 
ities violates the law. It isn’t good for the sports 
of fishing and boating. 
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Is a brass or bronze propeller better than 
an aluminum propeller? Again it all depends 
on the service, the application. Bronze is used 
for strength and for its non-corrosive proper- 
ties in salt water. Modern aluminum alloys 
are strong too, and with proper protective 
treatment are surprisingly free from salt water 
action. A bronze propeller used in proximity 
to an aluminum gearcase will set up some elec- 
trolytic action which in itself may cause the 
very corrosion one seeks to avoid. 

strength and durability and long life. If the 
choice lies between ordinary brass and high 
grade, costly bronze for an important bear- 
ing, then he will select the bronze and the re- 
sult is a bearing that you, the owner, can de- 
pend on. If the choice lies between simply 
boring out this bearing or finishing it on a dia- 
mond boring machine, he will choose the lat- 
ter because it makes a better bearing. And 
again you can depend on it for more years. 

Thus throughout the whole motor, when 
there is a choice between two methods, as 
there always is, the manufacturer of a depend- 
able motor will choose the better way. 

Dependability means that when you want 
to start the motor, it starts; when you go to 
a distant fishing spot, it takes you there and 
back again; when you come to a long, hard 
pull upstream, the motor never falters but 
comes through. The satisfaction you get over 
weeks, months and years, particularly years, 
depends on a multitude of little things well 
done in the first place. 

There is one sure way to choose a depend- 
able motor; that’s to take the word of expe- 
rienced friends, friendly and capable dealers, 
reputable manufacturers. You must rely con- 
siderably on reputation. 

One of the most widely used features, es- 
pecially on motors used for fishing, is slow 
speed for trolling. This has already been dis- 
cussed in some detail. The attainment of sat- 
isfactory slow speed operation is the result of 
a combination of several things including de- 
sign of magneto, carburetor, intake system, 
control devices, and, finally, extreme precision 
in manufacturing. It might be said that you 
can count on it that a motor that will troll 
slowly and consistently has been well designed 

OUTBOARD MOTOR FEATURES- 

AND WHAT THEY DO FOR YOU 

It has been said and sometimes demonstrated 
that automobiles are sold on the convenience 
of an extra ash-tray or the beauty of an instru- 
ment panel. It is probable that some outboard 
motors have been sold on the strength of some 
incidental gadget. Each make of motor, and 
frequently each individual model, usually has 
some special features of design which are 
brought to the fore for selling purposes. Some 
serve a real purpose while others are“ta1k- 
ing points.” 

By far the most important “feature” of any 
outboard motor is dependability. How is it 
attained? That is a long story because there 
are many factors involved. In general, it must 
first be designed and then built into the motor 
by the manufacturer. He must design for and well built. 



Free and automatic tilt over obstructions and for beaching boat. 



Reverse is another of the more important 
features. Years ago there were motors with 
“feathering” propellers which provided for 
both forward and backward propulsion, but 
these were not altogether satisfactory and are 
not now manufactured. An intricate propeller 
construction hitting on rocks and “dead heads” 
didn’t prove reliable. 

Full Pivot Reverse is the accepted type. 
The motor is so built that it can be turned 
through a full 360” circle. Turning the front 
of the motor to the back, 180” turn, reverses 
the direction of the propeller thrust and the 
boat moves backward. Since the back end of 
the boat is square, it is obvious that the motor 
should be throttled to partial speed when re- 
versed as otherwise the Water Will pile up and 
spill over the transom into the boat. 

Reverse is a major convenience. With the 
motor throttled one can maneuver a boat into 
the dock-and away again. Or when an ob- 
struction shows up dead ahead, reverse will 
stop the boat quickly to avoid the encounter. 
The boat may be beached and pulled off again 
if there is sufficient water depth at  the stern. 
If a fishline is snagged or if the hook is taken 
by a “big one,” the boat may be stopped quick- 
ly and backed up to a better salvage position. 
While the need for and use of a reverse may 
be infrequent, it is nevertheless a valuable 
feature of performance. It is not generally ap- 
plied to larger motors because in the hands of 
an inexperienced or careless operator boat 
tipping (when in the 90” position) or an un- 
due strain on the boat transom might cause 
trouble. 

One of the greatest, most important motor 
developments was the combination of stream- 
line contour of the Zower unit (gearcase) with 
the ,anticavitation plate. Without it, larger, 

more powerful motors would hardly be possi- 
ble or practical and smaller motors would be 
heavier, less efficient. Streamline design of 
the powerhead enclosure not only provides a 
more pleasing appearance but protects the 
spark plugs, carburetor, magneto and other 
important parts. 

Underwater exhaust, almost universally 
employed now on all motors to silence the ex- 
haust and carry away exhaust gases and smoke 
under water, was not only a boon to the occu- 
pants of the boat but equally so for those on 
shore. When effectively designed, the under- 
water exhaust system reduces Power to no aP- 
preciable extent at  full speed although it does 
make necessary more care in the design and 
construction of the motor to get the best slow 
speed operation. Underwater exhaust deserves 
a large portion of the credit for new feminine 
interest in outboard motoring and has increas- 
ed the pleasure of the sport for all concerned. 


















